
 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

Release Summary: 

Barboursville, West Virginia, October 24, 2016 - Expense Assist™, an integrated cloud-
based Spend Management solution provider, today announced it has joined the WV Chapter of 
the HFMA (Healthcare Financial Management Association).  

Gary Bohm, Expense Assist™ Founder & CEO, remarked, “I am thrilled for us to become a 
member of this highly regarded and important group of professional healthcare financial 
managers.  We look forward to a long and mutually beneficial relationship.  Our plan is to be a 
very active and engaged member serving this community”.  

Expense Assist™ is excited to help Healthcare Organizations in our region to become as 
competitive and financially sound as possible.  We will achieve this by helping to simplify Spend 
and A/ P processes with automation that saves our WV organizations money and time.   

We are driven to bring our software platform tools, which enable enhanced visibility and 
management over suppliers, purchasing, invoices, contracts and spend, to this community.  
Budget threshold and contract expiration alerts, automatic invoice discrepancy and line item level 
visibility, supplier dispute and supplier performance management, decision support and much 
more will empower time utilization and cost saving decisions needed to improve WV healthcare 
profit margins.   

“I was shocked to discover that even great Healthcare organizations struggle to retain the revenue 
they earn.  They are very good at what they do, following their mission and at delivering what they 
promise. Yet, they still experience this enormous challenge of revenue retention." said Gary, "So 
I was resolved to create a solution and team to address this formidable issue. That’s exactly what 
I have done.  We've crafted a product that will help today’s organizations retain more of the 
revenue they earn along with a team of experts that will serve above and beyond our 
groundbreaking technology.  The most exciting part is these organizations will retain more of their 
revenue because Expense Assist™ will pay for itself.”   

 

  About Expense Assist™  

Expense Assist™ is the only solution that allows organizations to quickly identify actionable savings 
opportunities across every area of spend and reduce the overall cost of operations through granular data 
mining, unprecedented visibility, automated analysis and a comprehensive alert structure. ROI’s occur the 
moment data is applied to the database. 



Expense Assist™ reveals the granular spend spectrum across the entire organization and identifies 
immediate, long term and sustainable savings opportunities.  Additionally, greater revenue retention is 
created through our suite of Decision Support Tools in the important areas of Budgets, Suppliers, Invoices, 
Contracts and Spend.  

Simply put, Expense Assist™ is the best way for organizations to save more of the revenue they earn while 
taking control of the challenging issues they face related to Spend Management.  For more information, 
visit ExpenseAssist.com.   

 

       About WVHFMA 

West Virginia Healthcare Financial Management Association (WV HFMA) is a professional membership 
organization for providers, vendors and accountants involved in the strategic planning, financial and/or 
operational management of the healthcare delivery in West Virginia. 
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